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Abstract—The increasing popularity of large-scale distributed applications in datacenters has led to the growing demand of distributed
application state monitoring. These application state monitoring tasks often involve collecting values of various status attributes from a
large number of nodes. One challenge in such large-scale application state monitoring is to organize nodes into a monitoring overlay
that achieves monitoring scalability and cost-effectiveness at the same time.
In this paper, we present REMO, a REsource-aware application state MOnitoring system, to address the challenge of monitoring
overlay construction. REMO distinguishes itself from existing works in several key aspects. First, it jointly considers inter-task costsharing opportunities and node-level resource constraints. Furthermore, it explicitly models the per-message processing overhead
which can be substantial but is often ignored by previous works. Second, REMO produces a forest of optimized monitoring trees
through iterations of two phases. One phase explores cost-sharing opportunities between tasks, and the other refines the tree with
resource-sensitive construction schemes. Finally, REMO also employs an adaptive algorithm that balances the benefits and costs
of overlay adaptation. This is particularly useful for large systems with constantly changing monitoring tasks. Moreover, we enhance
REMO in terms of both performance and applicability with a series of optimization and extension techniques. We perform extensive
experiments including deploying REMO on a BlueGene/P rack running IBM’s large-scale distributed streaming system - System S.
Using REMO in the context of collecting over 200 monitoring tasks for an application deployed across 200 nodes results in a 35%-45%
decrease in the percentage error of collected attributes compared to existing schemes.
Index Terms—Resource-Aware, State Monitoring, Distributed Monitoring, Datacenter Monitoring, Adaptation, Data-Intensive
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I NTRODUCTION

Recently, we have witnessed a fast growing set of large-scale
distributed applications ranging from stream processing [1] to
applications [2] running in Cloud datacenters. Correspondingly, the demand for monitoring the functioning of these
applications also increases substantially. Typical monitoring
of such applications involves collecting values of metrics,
e.g. performance related metrics, from a large number of
member nodes to determine the state of the application or
the system. We refer to such monitoring tasks as application
state monitoring. Application state monitoring is essential for
the observation, analysis and control of distributed applications and systems. For instance, data stream applications may
require monitoring the data receiving/sending rate, captured
events, tracked data entities, signature of internal states and
any number of application-specific attributes on participating computing nodes to ensure stable operation in the face
of highly bursty workloads [3][4]. Application provisioning
may also require continuously collecting performance attribute
values such as CPU usage, memory usage and packet size
distributions from application-hosting servers [5].
One central problem in application state monitoring is
organizing nodes into a certain topology where metric values
from different nodes can be collected and delivered. In many
cases, it is useful to collect detailed performance attributes
at a controlled collection frequency. As an example, finegrained performance characterization information is required
to construct various system models and to test hypotheses
on system behavior [1]. Similarly, the data rate and buffer
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occupancy in each element of a distributed application may
be required for diagnosis purposes when there is a perceived
bottleneck [3]. However, the overhead of collecting monitoring
data grows quickly as the scale and complexity of monitoring tasks increase. Hence, it is crucial that the monitoring
topology should ensure good monitoring scalability and costeffectiveness at the same time.
While a set of monitoring-topology planning approaches
have been proposed in the past, we find that these approaches
often have the following drawbacks in general. First of all,
existing works either build monitoring topologies for each
individual monitoring task (TAG [6], SDIMS [7], PIER [8],
join aggregations [9], REED [10], operator placement [11]), or
use a static monitoring topology for all monitoring tasks [11].
These two approaches, however, often produce sub-optimal
monitoring topologies. For example, if two monitoring tasks
both collect metric values over the same set of nodes, using
one monitoring tree for monitoring data transmission is more
efficient than using two, as nodes can merge updates for both
tasks and reduce per-message processing overhead. Hence,
multi-monitoring-task level topology optimization is crucial
for monitoring scalability.
Second, for many data-intensive environments, monitoring
overhead grows substantially with the increase of monitoring tasks and deployment scale [7][12]. It is important that
the monitoring topology should be resource sensitive, i.e. it
should avoid monitoring nodes spending excessive resources
on collecting and delivering attribute values. Unfortunately,
existing works do not take node-level resource consumption
as a first-class consideration. This may result in overload on
certain nodes which eventually leads to monitoring data loss.
Moreover, some assumptions in existing works do not hold in
real world scenarios. For example, many works assume that
the cost of update messages is only related with the number
of values within the message, while we find that a fixed permessage overhead is not negligible.
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Last but not the least, application state monitoring tasks are
often subject to change in real world deployments [13]. Some
tasks are short-term by nature, e.g. ad-hoc tasks submitted
to check the current system usage [14]. Other tasks may be
frequently modified for debugging, e.g. a user may specify
different attributes for one task to understand which attribute
provides the most useful information [13]. Nevertheless, existing works often consider monitoring tasks to be static and
perform one-time topology optimization [10][11]. With little
support for efficient topology adaptation, these approaches
would either produce sub-optimal topologies when using a
static topology regardless of changes in tasks, or introduce
high adaptation cost when performing comprehensive topology
reconstruction for any change in tasks [15].
In this paper, we present REMO, a resource-aware application state monitoring system, that aims at addressing the above
issues. REMO takes node-level available resources as the first
class factor for building a monitoring topology. It optimizes the
monitoring topology to achieve the best scalability and ensures
that no node would be assigned with excessive monitoring
workloads for their available resources.
REMO employs three key techniques to deliver costeffective monitoring topologies under different environments.
In the conference version [15] of this paper, we introduced
a basic topology planning algorithm. This algorithm produces a forest of carefully optimized monitoring trees for
a set of static monitoring tasks. It iteratively explores costsharing opportunities among monitoring tasks and refines the
monitoring trees to achieve the best performance given the
resource constraints on each node. One limitation of the basic
approach is that it explores the entire search space for an
optimal topology whenever the set of monitoring tasks is
changed. This could lead to significant resource consumption for monitoring environments where tasks are subject
to change. In this journal paper, we present an adaptive
topology planning algorithm which continuously optimizes
the monitoring topology according to the changes of tasks.
To achieve cost-effectiveness, it maintains a balance between
the topology adaptation cost and the topology efficiency, and
employs cost-benefit throttling to avoid trivial adaptation. To
ensure the efficiency and applicability of REMO, we also
introduce a set of optimization and extension techniques in this
journal paper. These techniques further improve the efficiency
of resource-sensitive monitoring tree construction scheme, and
allow REMO to support popular monitoring features such as
in-network aggregation and reliability enhancements.
We undertake an experimental study of our system and
present results including those gathered by deploying REMO
on a BlueGene/P rack (using 256 nodes booted into Linux)
running IBM’s large-scale distributed streaming system - System S [3]. The results show that our resource-aware approach
for application state monitoring consistently outperforms the
current best known schemes. For instance, in our experiments
with a real application that spanned up to 200 nodes and about
as many monitoring tasks, using REMO to collect attributes
resulted in a 35%-45% reduction in the percentage error of
the attributes that were collected.
To our best knowledge, REMO is the first system that
promotes resource-aware methodology to support and scale
multiple application state monitoring tasks in large-scale distributed systems. We make three contributions in this paper:
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We identify three critical requirements for large-scale
application state monitoring: the sharing of message
processing cost among attributes, meeting node-level
resource constraints, and efficient adaptation towards
monitoring task changes. Existing approaches do not
address these requirements well.
• We propose a framework for communication-efficient
application state monitoring. It allows us to optimize
monitoring topologies to meet the above three requirements under a single framework.
• We develop techniques to further improve the applicability of REMO in terms of runtime efficiency and
supporting new monitoring features.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 identifies challenges in application state monitoring. Section 3 illustrates the basic monitoring topology construction
algorithm, and Section 4 introduces the adaptive topology
construction algorithm. We optimize the efficiency of REMO
and extend it for advanced features in Section 5 and 6.
We present our experimental results in Section 7. Section 8
describes related works and Section 9 concludes this paper.
•

2 S YSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we introduce the concept of application state
monitoring and its system model. We also demonstrate the
challenges in application state monitoring, and point out the
key questions that an application state monitoring approach
must address.
2.1 Application State Monitoring
Users and administrators of large-scale distributed applications
often employ application state monitoring for observation,
debugging, analysis and control purposes. Each application
state monitoring task periodically collects values of certain
attributes from the set of computing nodes over which an
application is running. We use the term attribute and metric
interchangeably in this paper. As we focus on monitoring
topology planning rather than the actual production of attribute
values [16], we assume values of attributes are made available by application-specific tools or management services. In
addition, we target at datacenter-like monitoring environments
where any two nodes can communicate with similar cost (more
details in Section 3.3). Formally, we define an application state
monitoring task t as follows:
Definition 1: A∪monitoring task t = (At , Nt ) is a pair of
sets, where At ⊆ i∈Nt Ai is a set of attributes and Nt ⊆ N
is a set of nodes. In addition, t can also be represented as a
list of node-attribute pairs (i, j), where i ∈ Nt , j ∈ At .
2.2 The Monitoring System Model
Figure 1 shows the high level model of REMO, a system we
developed to provide application state monitoring functionality. REMO consists of several fundamental components:
Task manager takes state monitoring tasks and removes
duplication among monitoring tasks. For instance, monitoring tasks t1 = ({cpu utilization}, {a, b}) and t2 =
({cpu utilization}, {b, c}) have duplicated monitored attribute cpu utilization on node b. With such duplication,
node b has to send cpu utilization information twice for
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Fig. 1: A High-Level System Model
each update, which is clearly unnecessary. Therefore, given
a set of monitoring tasks, the task manager transforms this
set of tasks into a list of node-attribute pairs and eliminates
all duplicated node-attribute pairs. For instance, t1 and t2 are
equivalent to the list {a-cpu utilization, b-cpu utilization}
and {b-cpu utilization, c-cpu utilization} respectively. In
this case, node-attribute pair {b-cpu utilization} is duplicated, and thus, is eliminated from the output of the task
manager.
Management core takes de-duplicated tasks as input and
schedules these tasks to run. One key sub-component of the
management core is the monitoring planner which determines
the inter-connection of monitoring nodes. For simplicity, we
also refer to the overlay connecting monitoring nodes as the
monitoring topology. In addition, the management core also
provides important support for reliability enhancement and
failure handling. Data collector provides a library of functions and algorithms for efficiently collecting attribute values
from the monitoring network. It also serves as the repository
of monitoring data and provides monitoring data access to
users and high-level applications. Result processor executes
the concrete monitoring operations including collecting and
aggregating attribute values, triggering warnings, etc.
In this paper, we focus on the design and implementation
of the monitoring planner. We next introduce monitoring
overhead in application state monitoring which drives the
design principles of the monitoring planner.
2.3 Monitoring Overhead and Monitoring Planning
On a high level, a monitoring system consists of n monitoring nodes and one central node, i.e. data collector. Each
monitoring node has a set of observable attributes Ai =
{aj |j ∈ [1, m]}. Attributes at different nodes but with the
same subscription are considered as attributes of the same type.
For instance, monitored nodes may all have locally observable
CPU utilization. We consider an attribute as a continuously
changing variable which outputs a new value in every unit
time. For simplicity, we assume all attributes are of the same
size a and it is straightforward to extend our work to support
attributes with different sizes.
Each node i, the central node or a monitoring node, has a
capacity bi (also referred to as the resource constraint of node
i) for receiving and transmitting monitoring data. In this paper,
we consider CPU as the primary resource for optimization. We
associate each message transmitted in the system with a permessage overhead C, and, the cost of transmitting a message
with x values is C + ax. This cost model is motivated by our
observations of monitoring resource consumption on a real
world system which we introduce next.

Our cost model considers both per-message overhead and
the cost of payload. Although other models may consider
only one of these two, our observation suggests that both
costs should be captured in the model. Figure 2 shows
how significant the per-message processing overhead is. The
measurements were performed on a BlueGene/P node which
has a 4-core 850MHz PowerPC processor. The figure shows
an example monitoring task where nodes are configured in a
star network where each node periodically transmits a single
fixed small message to a root node over TCP/IP. The CPU
utilization of the root node grows roughly linearly from around
6% for 16 nodes (the root receives 16 messages periodically)
to around 68% for 256 nodes (the root receives 256 messages
periodically). Note that this increased overhead is due to the
increased number of messages at the root node and not due to
the increase in the total size of messages. Furthermore, the cost
incurred to receive a single message increases from 0.2% to
1.4% when we increase the number of values in the message
from 1 to 256. Hence, we also model the cost associated with
message size as a message may contain a large number of
values relayed for different nodes.
CPU usage (logscale)
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Fig. 2: CPU Usage vs Increasing Message Number/Size
In other scenarios, the per-message overhead could be
transmission or protocol overhead. For instance, a typical
monitoring message delivered via TCP/IP protocol has a
message header of at least 78 bytes not including applicationspecific headers, while an integer monitoring data is just 4
bytes.
As Figure 3 shows, given a list of node-attribute pairs, the
monitoring planner organizes monitoring nodes into a forest
of monitoring trees where each node collects values for a set
of attributes. The planner considers the aforementioned permessage overhead as well as the cost of attributes transmission
(as illustrated by the black and white bar in the left monitoring
tree) to avoid overloading certain monitoring nodes in the
generated monitoring topology. In addition, it also optimizes
the monitoring topology to achieve maximum monitoring
data delivery efficiency. As a result, one monitoring node
may connect to multiple trees (as shown in Figure 3 and
4(c)). Within a monitoring tree T , each node i periodically
sends an update message to its parent. As application state
monitoring requires collecting values of certain attributes from
a set of nodes, such update messages include both values
locally observed by node i and values sent by i’s children,
for attributes monitored by T . Thus, the size of a message is
proportional to the number of monitoring nodes in the subtree
rooted at node i. This process continues upwards in the tree
until the message reaches the central data collector node.
2.4 Challenges in Monitoring Planning
From the users’ perspective, monitoring results should be as
accurate as possible, suggesting that the underlying monitoring
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network should maximize the number of node-attribute pairs
received at the central node. In addition, such a monitoring
network should not cause the excessive use of resource at any
node. Accordingly, we define the monitoring planning problem
(MP) as follows:
Problem Statement 1: Given a set of node-attribute pairs
for monitoring Ω = {ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωp } where ωq = (i, j), i ∈
N , j ∈ A, q ∈ [1, p], and resource constraint bi for each
associated node, find a parent f (i, j), ∀i, j, where j ∈ Ai such
that node i forwards attribute j to node f (i, j) that maximizes
the total number of node-attribute pairs received at the central
node and the resource demand of node i, di , satisfies di ≤
bi , ∀i ∈ N .
NP-completeness. When restricting all nodes to only monitor the same attribute j, we obtain a special case of the
monitoring planning problem where each node has at most
one attribute to monitor. As shown by Kashyap, et. al. [17],
this special case is an NP-complete problem. Consequently,
the monitoring planning problem (MP) is an NP-Complete
problem, since each instance of MP can be restricted to this
special case. Therefore, in REMO, we primarily focus on efficient approaches that can deliver reasonably good monitoring
plan.
We now use some intuitive examples to illustrate the
challenges and the key questions that need to be addressed
in designing a resource-aware monitoring planner. Figure 4
shows a monitoring task involving 6 monitoring nodes where
each node has a set of attributes to deliver (as indicated by alphabets on nodes). The four examples (a)(b)(c)(d) demonstrate
different approaches to fulfill this monitoring task. Example
(a) shows a widely used topology in which every node sends
its updates directly to the central node. Unfortunately, this
topology has poor scalability, because it requires the central
node to have a large amount of resources to account for permessage overhead. We refer to the approach used in example
(a) as the star collection. Example (b) organizes all monitoring
nodes in a single tree which delivers updates for all attributes.
While this monitoring plan reduces the resource consumption
(per-message overhead) at the central node, the root node now
has to relay updates for all node-attribute pairs, and again faces
scalability issues due to limited resources. We refer to this
approach as one-set collection. These two examples suggest
that achieving certain degree of load balancing is important
for a monitoring network.
However, load balance alone does not lead to a good
monitoring plan. In example (c), to balance the traffic among
nodes, the central node uses three trees, each of which delivers
only one attribute, and thus achieves a more balanced workload compared with example (b) (one-set collection) because
updates are relayed by three root nodes. However, since each
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node monitors at least two attributes, nodes have to send out
multiple update messages instead of one as in example (a)
(star collection). Due to per-message overhead, this plan leads
to higher resource consumption at almost every node. As a
result, certain nodes may still fail to deliver all updates and less
resources will be left over for additional monitoring tasks. We
refer to the approach in example (c) as singleton-set collection.
The above examples reveal two fundamental aspects of
the monitoring planning problem. First, how to determine the
number of monitoring trees and the set of attributes on each?
This is a non-trivial problem. Example (d) shows a topology
which uses one tree to deliver attribute a,b and another tree
to deliver attribute c. It introduces less per-message overhead
compared with example (c) (singleton-set collection) and is
a more load-balanced solution compared with example (b)
(one-set collection). Second, how to determine the topology
for nodes in each monitoring tree under node level resource
constraints? Constructing monitoring trees subject to resource
constraints at nodes is also a non-trivial problem and the
choice of topology can significantly impact node resource
usage. Example (e) shows three different trees. The star
topology (upper left), while introducing the least relaying
cost, causes significant per-message overhead at its root. The
chain topology (upper right), on the contrary, distributes the
per-message overhead among all nodes, but causes the most
relaying cost. A “mixed” tree (bottom) might achieve a good
trade-off between relaying cost and per-message overhead, but
it is determine its optimal topology.

3 T HE BASIC REMO A PPROACH
The basic REMO approach promotes the resource aware multitask optimization framework, consisting of a two phase iterative process and a suite of multi-task optimization techniques.
At a high level, REMO operates as a guided local search
approach, which starts with an initial monitoring network
composed of multiple independently constructed monitoring
trees, and iteratively optimizes the monitoring network until
no further improvements are possible. When exploring various
optimization directions, REMO employs cost estimation to
guide subsequent improvement so that the search space can
be restricted to a small size. This guiding feature is essential
for the scalability of large-scale application state monitoring
systems.
Concretely, during each iteration, REMO first runs a partition augmentation procedure which generates a list of most
promising candidate augmentations for improving the current distribution of monitoring workload among monitoring
trees. While the total number of candidate augmentations is
very large, this procedure can trim down the size of the
candidate list for evaluation by selecting the most promising
ones through cost estimation. Given the generated candidate
augmentation list, the resource-aware evaluation procedure
further refines candidate augmentations by building monitoring trees accordingly with a resource-aware tree construction
algorithm. We provide more details to these two procedures
in the following discussion.
3.1 Partition Augmentation
The partition augmentation procedure is designed to produce
the attribute partitions that can potentially reduce message
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processing cost through a guided iterative process. These
attribute partitions determine the number of monitoring trees in
the forest and the set of attributes each tree delivers. To better
understand the design principles of our approach, we first
briefly describe two simple but most popular schemes, which
essentially represent the state-of-the-art in multiple application
state monitoring.
Recall that among example schemes in Figure 4, one scheme
(example (c)) delivers each attribute in a separate tree, and
the other scheme (example (b)) uses a single tree to deliver
updates for all attributes. We refer to these two schemes as the
Singleton-set partition scheme (SP) and the One-set partition
(OP) scheme respectively. We use the term “partition” because
these schemes partition the set of monitored attributes into a
number of non-overlapping subsets and assign each subsets to
a monitoring tree.
Singleton-Set Partition (SP). Specifically, given a set
of attributes for collection A, singleton-set partition scheme
divides A into |A| subsets, each of which contains a distinct
attribute in A. Thus, if a node has m attributes to monitor,
it is associated with m trees. This scheme is widely used in
previous work, e.g. PIER [8], which constructs a routing tree
for each attribute collection. While this scheme provides the
most balanced load among trees, it is not efficient, as nodes
have to send update messages for each individual attribute.
One-Set Partition (OP). The one-set partition scheme uses
the set A as the only partitioned set. This scheme is also used
in a number of previous work [11]. Using OP, each node can
send just one message which includes all the attribute values,
and thus, saves per-message overhead. Nevertheless, since the
size of each message is much larger compared with messages
associated with SP, the corresponding collecting tree can not
grow very large, i.e. contains limited number of nodes.
3.1.1 Exploring Partition Augmentations
REMO seeks a middle ground between these extreme solutions
- one where nodes pay lower per-message overhead compared
to SP while being more load-balanced and consequently more
scalable than OP. Our partition augmentation scheme explores
possible augmentations to a given attribute partition P by
searching for all partitions that are close to P in the sense
that the resulting partition can be created by modifying P
with certain predefined operations.
We define two basic operations that are used to modify
attribute set partitions.
P
Definition 2: Given two attribute sets AP
i and Aj in parP
P
tition P , a merge operation over Ai and Aj , denoted as
P
P
P
P
AP
i ◃▹ Aj , yields a new set Ak = Ai ∪ Aj . Given one
P
attribute set Ai and an attribute α, a split operation on AP
i

with regard to α, denoted as AP
i ◃ α, yields two new sets
P
AP
=
A
−
α.
i
k
A merge operation is simply the union of two set attributes.
A split operation essentially removes one attribute from an
existing attribute set. As it is a special case of set difference
operation, we use the set difference sign (−) here to define
split. Furthermore, there is no restriction on the number of
attributes that can be involved in a merge or a split operation.
Based on the definition of merge and split operations, we now
define neighboring solution as follows:
Definition 3: For an attribute set partition P , we say partition P ′ is a neighboring solution of P if and only if either
P
P
P
′
P
P
∃AP
i , Aj ∈ P so that P = P − Ai − Aj + (Ai ◃▹ Aj ), or
P
′
P
P
P
∃Ai ∈ P, α ∈ Ai so that P = P − Ai + (Ai ◃ α) + {α}.
A neighboring solution is essentially a partition obtained by
make “one-step” modification (either one merge or one split
operation) to the existing partition.
Guided Partition Augmentation. Exploring all neighboring augmentations of a given partition and evaluating the
performance of each augmentation is practically infeasible,
since the evaluation involves constructing resource-constrained
monitoring trees. To mitigate this problem, we use a guided
partition augmentation scheme which greatly reduces the number of candidate partitions for evaluation. The basic idea of
this guided scheme is to rank candidate partitions according
to the estimated reduction in the total capacity usage that
would result from using the new partition. The rationale is
that a partition that provides a large decrease in capacity
usage will free up capacity for more attribute value pairs to be
aggregated. Following this, we evaluate neighboring partitions
in the decreased order of their estimated capacity-reduction
so that we can find a good augmentation without evaluating
all candidates. We provide details of the gain estimation in
the appendix. This guided local-search heuristic is essential to
ensuring the practicality of our scheme.
3.2 Resource-aware Evaluation
To evaluate the objective function for a given candidate partition augmentation m, the resource-aware evaluation procedure
evaluates m by constructing trees for nodes affected by m and
measures the the total number of node-attribute value pairs that
can be collected using these trees. This procedure primarily
involves two tasks. One is constructing a tree for a given set
of nodes without exceeding resource constraints at any node.
The other is for a node connected to multiple trees to allocate
its resources to different trees.
3.2.1 Tree Construction
The tree construction procedure constructs a collection tree
for a given set of nodes D such that no node exceeds its
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resource constraints while trying to include as many nodes as
possible into the constructed tree. Formally, we define the tree
construction problem as follows:
Problem Statement 2: Given a set of n vertices, each has xi
attributes to monitor, and resource constraint bi , find a parent
vertex p(i), ∀i, so that the number of vertices in the constructed
tree is maximized subject to the following constraints where
ui is the resource consumed at vertex i for sending update
messages to its parent:
∑
1) For any vertex i in the tree, p(j)=i uj + ui ≤ bi
2) Let yi be the number of all attribute
∑ values transmitted
by vertex i. We have yi = xi + p(j)=i xj .
3) According to our definition, ui ≤ C + yi · a
The first constraint requires that the resource spent on
node i for sending and receiving updates should not exceed
its resource constraint bi . The second constraint requires a
node to deliver its local monitored values as well as values
received from its children. The last constraint states that the
cost of processing an outgoing message is the combination
of per-message overhead and value processing cost. The tree
construction problem, however, is also NP-Complete [17] and
we present heuristics for the tree-construction problem.
To start with, we first discuss two simple tree construction
heuristics:
Star. This scheme forms “star”-like trees by giving priority
to increasing the breadth of the tree. Specifically, it adds
nodes into the constructed tree in the order of decreased
available capacity, and attaches a new node to the node with
the lowest height and sufficient available capacity, until no
such nodes exist. STAR creates bushy trees and consequently
pays low relay cost. However, owing to large node degrees,
the root node suffers from higher per-message overhead, and
consequently, the tree can not grow very large.
Chain. This scheme gives priority to increasing the height
of the tree, and constructs “chain”-like trees. C HAIN adds
nodes to the tree in the same way as S TAR does except that
it tries to attach nodes to the node with the highest height
and sufficient available capacity. C HAIN creates long trees that
achieve very good load balance, but due to the number of hops
each message has to travel to reach the root, most nodes pay
a high relay cost.
S TAR and C HAIN reveal two conflicting factors in collection
tree construction – resource efficiency and scalability. Minimizing tree height achieves resource efficiency, i.e. minimum
relay cost, but causes poor scalability, i.e. small tree size.
On the other hand, maximizing tree height achieves good
scalability, but degrades resource efficiency. The adaptive
tree construction algorithm seeks a middle-ground between
the STAR and C HAIN procedures in this regard. It tries to
minimize the total resource consumption, and can trade off
overhead cost for relay cost, and vice versa, if it is possible
to accommodate more nodes by doing so.
Before we describe the adaptive tree construction algorithm,
we first introduce the concept of saturated trees and congested
nodes as follows:
Definition 4: Given a set of nodes N for tree construction
and the corresponding tree T which contains a set of nodes
N ′ ⊂ N , we say T is saturated if no more nodes d ∈ (N −
N ′ ) can be added to T without causing the resource constraint
to be violated for at least one node in T . We refer to nodes
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whose resource constraint would be violated if d ∈ (N − N ′ )
is added to T as congested nodes.
The adaptive tree construction algorithm iteratively invokes
two procedures, the construction procedure and the adjusting
procedure. The construction procedure runs the S TAR scheme
which attaches new nodes to low level existing tree nodes. As
we mentioned earlier, S TAR causes the capacity consumption
at low level tree nodes to be much heavier than that at other
nodes. Thus, as low level tree nodes become congested we
get a saturated tree, the construction procedure terminates and
returns all congested nodes. The algorithm then invokes the
adjusting procedure, which tries to relieve the workload of
low level tree nodes by reducing the degree of these nodes
and increasing the height of the tree(similar to C HAIN). As
a result, the adjusting procedure reduces congested nodes and
makes a saturated tree unsaturated. The algorithm then repeats
the constructing-adjusting iteration until no more nodes can be
added to the tree or all nodes have been added.

3.3

Discussion

REMO targets at datacenter-like environments where the underlying infrastructure allows any two nodes in the network
can communicate with similar cost, and focuses on the resource consumption on computing nodes rather than that of
the underlying network. We believe this setting fits for many
distributed computing environments, even when computing
nodes are not directly connected. For instance, communication
packets between hosts located in the same rack usually pass
through only one top-of-rack switch, while communication
packets between hosts located in different racks may travel
through longer communication path consisting of multiple
switches or routers. The corresponding overhead on communication endpoints, however, is similar in these two cases as
packet forwarding overhead is outsourced to network devices.
As long as networks are not saturated, REMO can be directly
applied for monitoring topology planning.
when the resource consumption on network devices needs to
be considered, e.g. networks are bottleneck resources, REMO
cannot be directly applied. Similarly, for environments where
inter-node communication requires nodes to actively forward
messages, e.g. peer-to-peer overlay networks and wireless
sensor networks, the assumption of similar cost on communication endpoints does not hold as longer communication paths
also incur higher forwarding cost. However, REMO can be
extended to handle such changes. For example, its local search
process can incorporate the forwarding cost in the resource
evaluation of a candidate plan. We consider such extension
for supporting such networks as our future work.

4

R UNTIME TOPOLOGY A DAPTION

The basic REMO approach works well for a static set of
monitoring tasks. However, in many distributed computing
environments, monitoring tasks are often added, modified or
removed on the fly for better information collection or debugging. Such changes necessitate the adaptation of monitoring
topology. In this section, we study the problem of runtime
topology adaptation for changes in monitoring tasks.
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4.1 Efficient Adaptation Planning
One may search for an optimal topology by invoking the
REMO planning algorithm every time a monitoring task
is added, modified or removed, and update the monitoring
topology accordingly. We refer to such an approach as REBUILD. REBUILD, however, may incur significant resource
consumption due to topology planning computation as well as
topology reconstruction cost (e.g. messages used for notifying
nodes to disconnect or connect), especially in datacenter-like
environments with a massive number of mutable monitoring
tasks undergoing relatively frequent modification.
An alternative approach is to introduce minimum changes
to the topology to fulfill the changes of monitoring tasks.
We refer to such an approach as DIRECT-APPLY or D-A for
brevity. D-A also has its limitation as it may result in topologies with poor performance over time. For instance, when
we continuously add attributes to a task for collection, D-A
simply instructs the corresponding tree to deliver these newly
added attribute values until some nodes become saturated due
to increased relay cost.
To address such issues, we propose an efficient adaptive
approach that strikes a balance between adaptation cost and
topology performance. The basic idea is to look for new
topologies with good performance and small adaptation cost
(including both searching and adaptation-related communication cost) based on the modification to monitoring tasks.
Our approach limits the search space to topologies that are
close variants of the current topology in order to achieve
efficient adaptation. In addition, it ranks candidate adaptation
operations based on their estimated cost-benefit ratios so that
it always performs the most worthwhile adaptation operation
first. We refer to this scheme as ADAPTIVE for brevity.
When monitoring tasks are added, removed or modified, we
first applies D-A by building the corresponding trees with the
tree building algorithm introduced in Section 3 (no changes in
the attribute partition). We consider the resulting monitoring
topology after invoking D-A as the base topology, which is
then optimized by our ADAPTIVE scheme. Note that the base
topology is only a virtual topology plan stored in memory.
The actual monitoring topology is updated only when the
ADAPTIVE scheme produces a final topology plan.
Same as the algorithm in Section 3, the ADAPTIVE scheme
performs two operations, merging and splitting, over the
base topology in an iterative manner. For each iteration,
the ADAPTIVE scheme first lists all candidate adaptation
operations for merging and splitting respectively, and ranks the
candidate operations based on estimated cost-effectiveness. It
then evaluates merging operations in the order of decreasing
cost-effectiveness until it finds a valid merging operation. It
also evaluates splitting operations in the same way until it
finds a valid splitting operations. From these two operations,
it chooses one with the largest improvement to apply to the
base topology.
Let T be the set of reconstructed trees. To ensure efficiency,
the ADAPTIVE scheme considers only merging operations
involving at least one tree in T as candidate merging operations. This is because merging two trees that are not in
T is unlikely to improve the topology. Otherwise, previous
topology optimization process would have adopted such a
merging operation. The evaluation of a merging operation
involves computationally expensive tree building. As a re-
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sult, evaluating only merging operations involving trees in T
greatly reduces the search space and ensures the efficiency
and responsiveness (changes of monitoring tasks should be
quickly applied) of the ADAPTIVE scheme. For a monitoring topology with n trees, the number of possible merging
operations is Cn2 = n(n−1)
, while the number of merging
2
operations involving trees in T is |T | · (n − 1) which is
usually significantly smaller than n(n−1)
as T << n for most
2
monitoring task updates. Similarly, the ADAPTIVE scheme
considers a splitting operation as a candidate operation only
if the tree to be split is in T .
The ADAPTIVE scheme also minimizes the number of
candidate merging/splitting operations it evaluates for responsiveness. It ranks all candidate operations and always evaluates
the one with the greatest potential gain first. To rank candidate
operations, the ADAPTIVE scheme needs to estimate the
cost-effectiveness of each operation. We estimate the costeffectiveness of an operation based on its estimated benefit
and estimated adaptation cost. The estimated benefit is the
same as g(m) we introduced in Section 3. The estimated
adaptation cost refers to the cost of applying the merging
operation to the existing monitoring topology. This cost is
usually proportional to the the number of edges modified in
the topology. To estimate this cost, we use the lower bound
of the number of edges that would have to be changed.
4.2 Cost-Benefit Throttling
The ADAPTIVE scheme must ensure that the benefit of adaption justifies the corresponding cost. For example, a monitoring
topology undergoing frequent modification of monitoring tasks
may not be suitable for frequent topology adaptation unless
the corresponding gain is substantial. We employ cost-benefit
throttling to apply only topology adaptations whose gain
exceeds the corresponding cost. Concretely, when the ADAPTIVE scheme finds a valid merging or splitting operation,
it estimates the adaptation cost by measuring the volume of
control messages needed for adaptation, denoted by Madapt .
The algorithm considers the operation cost-effective if Madapt
is less than a threshold defined as follows,
T hreshold(Am ) = (Tcur − min{Tadj,i , i ∈ Am }) · (Ccur − Cadj )

, where Am is the set of trees involved in the operation, Tadj,i
is the last time tree i being adjusted, Tcur is the current
time, Ccur is the volume of monitoring messages delivered
in unit time in the trees of the current topology, and Cadj
is the volume of monitoring messages delivered in unit time
in the trees after adaptation. (Tcur − min{Tadj,i , i ∈ Am })
essentially captures how frequently the corresponding trees
are adjusted, and (Ccur − Cadj ) measures the efficiency gain
of the adjustment. Note that the threshold will be large if
either the potential gain is large, i.e. (Ccur − Cadj ) is large,
or the corresponding trees are unlikely to be adjusted due to
monitoring task updates, i.e. (Tcur − min{Tadj,i , i ∈ Am })
is large. Cost-benefit throttling also reduces the number of
iterations. Once the algorithm finds that a merging or splitting
is not cost-effective, it can terminate immediately.

5 O PTIMIZATION
The basic REMO approach can be further optimized to achieve
better efficiency and performance. In this section, we present
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two techniques, efficient tree adjustment and ordered resource
allocation, to improve the efficiency of REMO tree construction algorithm and its planning performance respectively.
5.1 Efficient Tree Adjustment
The tree building algorithm introduced in Section 3 iteratively
invokes a construction procedure and an adjusting procedure to
build a monitoring tree for a set of nodes. One issue of this tree
building algorithm is that it generates high computation cost,
especially its adjusting procedure. To increase the available
resource of a congested node dc , the adjusting procedure tries
to reduce its resource consumption on per-message overhead
by reducing the number of its branches. Specifically, the
procedure first removes the branch of dc with the least resource
consumption. We use bdc to denote this branch. It then tries
to reattach nodes in bdc to other nodes in the tree except dc .
It considers the reattaching successful if all nodes of bdc is
attached to the tree. As a result, the complexity of the adjusting
procedure is O(n2 ) where n is the number of nodes in the tree.
We next present two techniques that reduces the complexity
of the adjusting procedure. The first one, branch based reattaching, reduces the complexity to O(n) by reattaching the
entire branch bdc instead of individual nodes in bdc . It trades
off a small chance of failing to reattaching bdc for considerable
efficiency improvement. The second technique, Subtree-only
searching, reduces the reattaching scope to the subtree of dc ,
which considerably reduces searching time in practice (the
complexity is still O(n)). The subtree-only searching also
theoretically guarantees the searching completeness.
5.1.1 Branch Based Reattaching
The above adjusting procedure breaks branches into nodes and
moves one node at a time. This per-node-reattaching scheme
is quite expensive. To reduce the time complexity, we adopts
a branch-based reattaching scheme. As its name suggests,
this scheme removes a branch from the congested node and
attaches it entirely to another node, instead of breaking the
branch into nodes and performing the reattaching. Performing
reattaching in a branch basis effectively reduces the complexity
of the adjusting procedure.
One minor drawback of branch-based reattaching is that it
diminishes the chance of finding a parent to reattach the branch
when the branch consists of many nodes. However, the impact
of this drawback is quite limited in practice. As the adjusting
procedure removes and reattaches the smallest branch first,
failing to reattaching the branch suggests that nodes of the
tree all have limited available resource. In this case, node based
reattaching is also likely to fail.
5.1.2 Subtree-Only Searching
The tree adjusting procedure tries reattaching the pruned
branch to all nodes in the tree except the congested node
denoted as dc . This adjustment scheme is not efficient as it
enumerates almost every nodes in the tree to test if the pruned
branch can be reattached to the node. It turns out that testing
nodes outside dc ’s subtree is often unnecessary. The following
theorem suggests that testing nodes within dc ’s subtree is
sufficient as long as the resource demand of the node failed
to add is higher than that of the pruned branch.
Theorem 1: Given a saturated tree T outputted by the
construction procedure, df the node failed to add to T , a
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congested node dc and one of its branches bdc , attaching bdc
to any node outside the subtree of dc causes overload, given
that the resource demand of df is no larger than that of bdc ,
i.e. udf 6 ubdc
Proof If there exists a node outside the subtree of dc , namely
do , that can be attached with bdc without causing overload,
then adding df to do should have succeeded in the previous
execution of the construction procedure, as udf 6 ubdc .
However, T is a saturated tree when adding df , which leads
to a contradiction. 
Hence, we improve the efficiency of the original tree building algorithm by testing all nodes for reattaching only when
the resource demand of the node failed to add is higher than
that of the pruned branch. For all other cases, the algorithm
performs reattaching test only within the subtree of dc .
5.2 Ordered Resource Allocation
For a node associated with multiple trees, determining how
much resource it should assign to each of its associated
trees is necessary. Unfortunately, finding the optimal resource
allocation is difficult because it is not clear how much resource
a node will consume until the tree it connects to is built.
Exploring all possible allocations to find the optimal one is
clearly not an option as the computation cost is intractable.
To address this issue, REMO employs an efficient ondemand allocation scheme. Since REMO builds the monitoring
topology on a tree-by-tree sequential basis, the on-demand
allocation scheme defers the allocation decision until necessary and only allocates capacity to the tree that is about
to be constructed. Given a node, the on-demand allocation
scheme assigns all current available capacity to the tree that
is currently under construction. Specifically, given a node i
with resource bi and a list of trees each with resource
∑demand
j−1
dij , the available capacity assigned to tree j is bi − k=1 dij .
Our experiment results suggest that our on-demand allocation
scheme outperforms several other heuristics.
The on-demand allocation scheme has one drawback that
may limit its performance when building trees with very
different sizes. As on-demand allocation encourages the trees
constructed first to consume as much resource as necessary,
the construction of these trees may not invoke the adjusting
procedure which saves resource consumption on parent nodes
by reducing their branches. Consequently, resources left for
constructing the rest of the trees is limited.
We employ a slightly modified on-demand allocation
scheme that relieves this issue with little additional planning
cost. Instead of not specifying the order of construction, the
new scheme constructs trees in the order of increasing tree
size. The idea behind this modification is that small trees
are more cost-efficient in the sense that they are less likely
to consume much resource for relaying cost. By constructing
trees from small ones to large ones, the construction algorithm
pays more relaying cost for better scalability only after small
trees are constructed. Our experiment results suggest the
ordered scheme outperforms the on-demand scheme in various
settings.

6 E XTENSIONS
Our description of REMO so far is based on a simple monitoring scenario where tasks collect distributed values without
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aggregation or replication under a uniform value updating
frequency. Real world monitoring, however, often poses diverse requirements. In this section, we present three important
techniques to support such requirements in REMO. The innetwork-aggregation-aware planning technique allows REMO
to accurately estimate per-node resource consumption when
monitoring data can be aggregated before being passed to
parent nodes. The reliability enhancement technique provides
additional protection to monitoring data delivery by producing topologies that replicate monitoring data and pass them
through distinct paths. The heterogeneous-update-frequency
supporting technique enables REMO to plan topologies for
monitoring tasks with different data updating frequencies by
correctly estimating per-node resource consumption of such
mixed workloads. These three techniques introduce little to
no extra planning cost. Moreover, they can be incorporated
into REMO as plugins when certain functionality is required
by the monitoring environment without modifying the REMO
framework.
6.1 Supporting In-Network Aggregation
In-network aggregation is important to achieve efficient distributed monitoring. Compared with holistic collection, i.e.
collecting individual values from nodes, In-network aggregation allows individual monitoring values to be combined into
aggregate values during delivery. For example, if a monitoring
task requests the SUM of certain metric m on a set of nodes
N , with in-network aggregation, a node can locally aggregate
values it receives from other nodes into a single partial sum
and pass it to its parent, instead of passing each individual
value it receives.
REMO can be extended to build monitoring topology for
monitoring tasks with in-network aggregation. We first introduce a funnel function to capture the changes of resource
consumption caused by in-network aggregation. Specifically, a
funnel function on node i, f nlim (gm , nm ), returns the number
of outgoing values on node i for metric m given the in-network
aggregation type gm and the number of incoming values nm .
The corresponding resource consumption of node i in tree k
for sending update message to its parent is,
∑
uik = C +
a · f nlim (gm , nm )
(1)
m∈Ai ∩AP
k

where Ai ∩ AP
k is the set of metrics node i needs to collect
and report in tree k, a is the per value overhead and C
is the per message overhead. For SUM aggregation, the
corresponding funnel function is f nlim (SU Mm , nm ) = 1
because the result of SUM aggregation is always a single
value. Similarly, for TOP10 aggregation, the funnel function is
f nlim (T OP 10m , nm ) = min{10, nm }. For holistic aggregation we discussed earlier, f nlim (HOLIST ICm , nm ) = nm .
Hence, Equation 1 can be used to calculate per-node resource
consumption for both holistic aggregation and in-network
aggregation in the aforementioned monitoring tree building
algorithm. Note that it also supports the situation where one
tree performs both in-network and holistic aggregation for
different metrics.
Some aggregation functions such as DISTINCT, however,
are data dependent in terms of the result size. For example,
applying DISTINCT on a set X of 10 values results in a set
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with size ranging from 1 to 10, depending how many repeated
values A contains. For these aggregations, we simply employ
the funnel function of holistic aggregation for an upper bound
estimation in the current implementation of REMO. Accurate
estimation may require sampling based techniques which we
leave as our future work.
6.2

Reliability Enhancements

Enhancing reliability is important for certain mission critical
monitoring tasks. REMO supports two modes of reliability
enhancement, same source different paths(SSDP) and different
sources different paths(DSDP), to minimize the impact of link
and node failure. The most distinct feature of the reliability
enhancement in REMO is that the enhancement is done by
rewriting monitoring tasks and requires little modification to
the original approach.
The SSDP mode deals with link failures by duplicating the
transmission of monitored values in different monitoring trees.
Specifically, for a monitoring task t = (a, Nt ) requiring SSDP
support, REMO creates a monitoring task t′ = (a′ , Nt ) where
a′ is an alias of a. In addition, REMO restricts that a and
a′ would never occur in the same set of a partition P during
partition augmentation, which makes sure messages updating
a and a′ are transmitted within different monitoring trees,
i.e. different paths. Note that the degree of reliability can be
adjusted through different numbers of duplications.
When a certain metric value is observable at multiple
nodes, REMO also supports the DSDP mode. For example,
computing nodes sharing the same storage observe the same
storage performance metric values. Under this mode, users
submit monitoring tasks in the form of t = (a, Nidentical )
where Nidentical = N (v1 ), N (v2 ), . . . , N (vn ). N (vi ) denotes
the set of nodes that observe the same value vi and Nidentical
is a set of node groups each of which observes the same value.
Let k = min{|N (vi )|, i ∈ [1, n]}. REMO rewrites t into k
monitoring tasks so that each task collects values for metric
a with a distinct set of nodes drawn from N (vi ), i ∈ [1, n].
Similar to SSDP model, REMO then constructs the topology
by avoiding any of the k monitoring tasks to be clustered into
one tree. In this way, REMO ensures values of metrics can
be collected from distinct sets of nodes and delivered through
different paths.
6.3

Supporting Heterogeneous Update Frequencies

Monitoring tasks may collect values from nodes with different
update frequencies. REMO supports heterogeneous update
frequencies by grouping nodes based on their metric collecting
frequencies and constructing per-group monitoring topologies.
When a node has a single metric a with the highest update frequency, REMO considers the node as having only one metric
to update as other metrics piggyback on a. When a node has a
set of metrics updated at the same highest frequencies, denoted
by Ah , it evenly assigns other metrics to piggyback on metrics
in of Ah . Similarly, REMO considers the node as having a set
of metrics Ah to monitor as other metrics piggyback on Ah .
We estimate the cost of updating
with piggybacked metrics for
∑
node i by ui = C + a · j f reqj /f reqmax where f reqj is
the frequency of one metric collected on node i and f reqmax
is the highest update frequency on node i.
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Sometimes metric piggybacking cannot achieve the precise
update frequency defined by users. For example, if the highest
update frequency on a node is 1/5 (msg/sec), a metric updated
at 1/22 can at best be monitored at either 1/20 or 1/25.
If users are not satisfied with such an approximation, our
current implementation separates these metrics out and builds
individual monitoring trees for each of them.

7 E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
We undertake an experimental study of our system and present
results including those gathered by deploying REMO on a
BlueGene/P rack (using 256 nodes booted into Linux) running
IBM’s large-scale distributed streaming system - System S.
Synthetic Dataset Experiments. For our experiments on
synthetic data, we assign a random subset of attributes to
each node in the system. For monitoring tasks, we generate
them by randomly selecting |At | attributes and |Nt | nodes
with uniform distribution, for a given size of attribute set
A and node set N . We also classify monitoring tasks into
two categories - 1) small-scale monitoring tasks that are for
a small set of attributes from a small set of nodes, and 2)
large-scale monitoring tasks that either involves many nodes
or many attributes.
To evaluate the effectiveness of different topology construction schemes, we measure the percentage of attribute
values collected at the root node with the monitoring topology
produced by a scheme. Note that this value should be 100%
when the monitoring workload is trivial or each monitoring
node is provisioned with abundant monitoring resources. For
comparison purposes, we apply relatively heavy monitoring
workloads to keep this value below 100% for all schemes.
This allows us to easily compare the performance of different
schemes by looking at their percentage of collected values.
Schemes with higher percentage of collected values not only
achieve better monitoring coverage when monitoring resources
are limited, but also have better monitoring efficiency in terms
of monitoring resource consumption.
Real System Experiments. Through experiments in a real
system deployment, we also show that the error in attribute
value observations (due to either stale or dropped attribute
values) introduced by REMO is small. Note that this error can
be measured in a meaningful way only for a real system and
is what any “user” of the monitoring system would perceive
when using REMO.
System S is a large-scale distributed stream processing
middleware. Applications are expressed as dataflow graphs
that specify analytic operators interconnected by data streams.
These applications are deployed in the System S runtime
as processes executing on a distributed set of hosts, and
interconnected by stream connections using transports such as
TCP/IP. Each node that runs application processes can observe
attributes at various levels such as at the analytic operator
level, System S middleware level, and the OS level. For these
experiments, we deployed one such System S application
called YieldMonitor [18], that monitors a chip manufacturing
test process and uses statistical stream processing to predict the
yield of individual chips across different electrical tests. This
application consisted of over 200 processes deployed across
200 nodes, with 30-50 attributes to be monitored on each node,
on a BlueGene/P cluster. The BlueGene is very communication
rich and all compute nodes are interconnected by a 3D Torus
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mesh network. Consequently, for all practical purposes, we
have a fully connected network where all pairs of nodes can
communicate with each other at almost equal cost.
7.1 Result Analysis
We present a small subset of our experimental results to
highlight the following observations amongst others. First,
REMO can collect a larger fraction of node-attribute pairs to
serve monitoring tasks presented to the system compared to
simple heuristics (which are essentially the state-of-the-art).
REMO adapts to the task characteristics and outperforms each
of these simple heuristics for all types of tasks and system
characteristics, e.g. for small-scale tasks, a collection mechanism with fewer trees is better while for large-scale tasks,
a collection mechanism with more trees is better. Second, in
a real application scenario, REMO also significantly reduces
percentage error in the observed values of the node-attribute
pairs required by monitoring tasks when compared to simple
heuristics.
Varying the scale of monitoring tasks. Figure 5 compares
the performance of different attribute set partition schemes
under different workload characteristics. In Figure 5(a), where
we increase the number of attributes in monitoring tasks, i.e.
increasing |At |, our partition augmentation scheme(REMO)
performs consistently better than singleton-set(SINGLETONSET) and one-set(ONE-SET) schemes. In addition, ONE-SET
outperforms SINGLETON-SET when |At | is relatively small.
As each node only sends out one message which includes
all its own attributes and those received from its children,
ONE-SET causes the minimum per-message overhead. Thus,
when each node monitors relatively small number of attributes,
it can efficiently deliver attributes without suffering from
its scalability problem. However, when |At | increases, the
capacity demand of the low level nodes, i.e. nodes that are
close to the root, increases significantly, which in turn limits
the size of the tree and causes poor performance. In Figure
5(b), where we set |At | = 100 and increase |Nt | to create
extremely heavy workloads, REMO gradually converges to
SINGLETON-SET, as SINGLETON-SET achieves the best
load balance under heavy workload which in turn results in
the best performance.
Varying the number of monitoring tasks. We observe
similar results in Figure 5(c) and 5(d), where we increase the
total number of small-scale and large-scale monitoring tasks
respectively.
Varying nodes in the system. Figure 6 illustrates the
performance of different attribute set partition schemes with
changing system characteristics. In Figure 6(a) and 6(b), where
we increase the number of nodes in the system given small
and large scale monitoring tasks respectively, we can see
SINGLETON-SET is better for large-scale tasks while ONESET is better for small-scale tasks, and REMO performs much
better than them in both cases, around 90% extra collected
node-attribute pairs.
Varying per-message processing overhead. To study the
impact of per-message overhead, we vary the C/a ratio under
both small and large-scale monitoring tasks in Figure 6(c)
and 6(d). As expected, increased per-message overhead hits
the SINGLETON-SET scheme hard since it constructs a large
number of trees and, consequently, incurs the largest overhead
cost while the performance of the ONE-SET scheme which
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constructs just a single tree degrades more gracefully. However
having a single tree is not the best solution as shown by REMO
which outperforms both the schemes as C/a is increased,
because it can reduce the number of trees formed when C/a
is increased.
Comparison of tree-construction schemes. In Figure 7,
we study the performance of different tree construction algorithms under different workloads and system characteristics. Our comparison also includes a new algorithm, namely
MAX AVB, a heuristic algorithm used in TMON [17] which
always attaches new node to the existing node with the most
available capacity. While we vary different workloads and
system characteristics in the four figures, our adaptive tree
construction algorithm(ADAPTIVE) always performs the best
in terms of percentage of collected values. Among all the
other tree construction schemes, STAR performs well when
workload is heavy, as suggested by Figure 7(a) and 7(b). This
is because STAR builds trees with minimum height, and thus,
pays minimum cost for relaying, which can be considerable
when workloads are heavy. CHAIN performs the worst in

almost all cases. While CHAIN provides good load balance
by distributing per-message overhead in CHAIN-like trees,
nodes have to pay high cost for relaying, which seriously
degrades the performance of CHAIN when workloads are
heavy (performs the best when workloads are light as indicated
by the left portions of both Figure 7(a) and 7(b)). MAX AVB
scheme outperforms both STAR and CHAIN given small
workload, as it avoids over stretching a tree in breadth or
height by growing trees from nodes with the most available
capacity. However, its performance quickly degrades with
increasing workload as a result of relaying cost.
Real-world performance. To evaluate the performance of
REMO in a real world application. we measure the average
percentage error of received attribute values for synthetically
generated monitoring tasks. Specifically, we measure average
percentage error between the snapshot of values observed by
our scheme and compare it to the snapshot of “actual” values
(that can be obtained by combining local log files at the
end of the experiment). Figures 8(a) compares the achieved
percentage error between different partition schemes given
increasing number of nodes. Recall that our system can deploy
the application over any number of nodes. The figure shows
that our partition augmentation scheme in REMO outperforms
the other partition schemes. The percentage error achieved
by REMO is around 30%-50% less than that achieved by
SINGLETON-SET and ONE-SET. Interestingly, the percentage error achieved by REMO clearly reduces when the number
of nodes in the system increases. However, according to our
previous results, the number of nodes has little impact on
the coverage of collected attributes. The reason is that as
the number of nodes increases, monitoring tasks are more
sparsely distributed among nodes. Thus, each message is
relatively small and each node can have more children. As
a result, the monitoring trees constructed by our schemes are
“bushier”, which in turn reduces the percentage error caused
by latency. Similarly, we can see that REMO gains significant
error reduction compared with the other two schemes in
Figure 8(b) where we compare the performance of different
partition schemes under increasing monitoring tasks.
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Fig. 9: Performance Comparison of Different Adaptation Schemes Given Increasing Task Updating Frequencies
Runtime Adaptation. To emulate a dynamic monitoring
environment with a small portion of changing tasks, we
continuously update (modify) the set of running tasks with
increasing update frequency. Specifically, we randomly select
5% of monitoring nodes and replaces 50% of their monitoring
attributes. We also vary the frequency of task updates to
evaluate the effectiveness of our adaptive techniques.
We compare the performance and cost of four different
schemes: 1) DIRECT-APPLY (D-A) scheme which directly
applies the changes in the monitoring task to the monitoring
topology. 2) REBUILD scheme which always performs fullscale search from the initial topology with techniques we
introduced in Section 3. 3) NO-THROTTLE scheme which
searches for optimized topology that is close to the current one
with techniques we introduced in Section 4. 4) ADAPTIVE
scheme is the complete technique set described in Section
4, which improves NO-THROTTLE by applying cost-benefit
throttling to avoid frequent topology adaptation when tasks are
frequently updated.
Figure 9(a) shows the CPU time of running different planning schemes given increasing task updating frequency. The
X-axis shows the number of task update batches within a time
window of 10 value updates. The Y-axis shows the CPU time
(measured on a Intel CORE Duo 2 2.26GHz CPU) consumed
by each scheme. We can see that D-A takes less than 1 second
to finish since it performs only a single round tree construction.
REBUILD consumes the most CPU time among all schemes
as it always explores the entire searching space. When costbenefit throttling is not applied the NO-THROTTLE scheme
consumes less CPU time. However, its CPU time grows
with task update frequency which is not desirable for largescale monitoring. With throttling, the adaptive schemeincurs
even less CPU time (1-3s) as it avoids unnecessary topology
optimization for frequent updates. Note that while the CPU
time consumed by ADAPTIVE is higher than that of D-A, it
is fairly acceptable.
Figure 9(b) illustrates the percentage of adaptation cost over
the total cost for each scheme. Here the adaptation cost is
measured by the total number of messages used to notifying
monitoring nodes to change monitoring topology (e.g. one
such message may inform a node to disconnect from its current
parent node and connect to another parent node). Similarly,
the total cost of a scheme is the total number of messages
the scheme used for both adaptation and delivering monitoring
data. REBUILD introduces the highest adaptation cost because
it always pursues the optimal topology which can be quite
different from the current one. Similar to what we observed
in Figure 9(a), NO-THROTTLE achieves much lower adaption
cost compared with REBUILD does. ADAPTIVE further

reduces adaptation cost which is very close to that of D-A,
because cost-benefit throttling allows it to avoid unnecessary
topology optimization when task updating frequency grows.
Figure 9(c) shows the scheme-wise difference of the total
cost (including both adaptation and data delivery messages).
The Y-axis shows the ratio (percentage) of total cost associated
with one scheme over that associated with D-A. REBUILD
initially outperforms D-A as it produces optimized topology
which in turn saves monitoring communication cost. Nevertheless, as task updating frequency increases, the communication
cost of adaptation messages generated by REBUILD increases
quickly, and eventually the extra cost in adaptation surpasses
the monitoring communication cost it saves. NO-THROTTLE
shows similar growth of total cost with increasing task updating frequency. ADAPTIVE, however, consistently outperforms
D-A due to its ability to avoid unnecessary optimization.
Figure 9(d) shows the performance of schemes in terms of
collected monitoring attribute values. The Y-axis shows the
percentage of collected values of one scheme over that of DA. Note that the result we show in Figure 9(c) is the generated
traffic volume. As each node cannot process traffics beyond
its capacity, the more traffic generated, the more likely we
observe miss-collected values. With increasing task updating
frequency, the performance of REBUILD degrades faster than
that of D-A due to its quickly growing cost in topology optimization (see Figure 9(b) and 9(c)). On the contrary, both NOTHROTTLE and ADAPTIVE gain an increasing performance
advantage over D-A. This is because the monitoring topology
can still be optimized with relatively low adaptation cost with
NO-THROTTLE and ADAPTIVE, but continuously degrades
with D-A, especially with high task updating frequency.
Overall, ADAPTIVE produces monitoring topologies with
the best value collection performance (Figure 9(d)), which is
the ultimate goal of monitoring topology planning. It achieves
this by minimizing the overall cost of the topology (Figure
9(c)) by only adopting adaptations whose gain outweighs cost.
Its searching time and adaptation cost, although slighter higher
than schemes such as D-A, is fairly small for all practical
purposes.
Optimization. Figure 10(a) and 10(b) show the speedup
of our optimization techniques for the monitoring tree adjustment procedure, where the Y-axis shows the speedup of one
technique over the basic adjustment procedure, i.e. the ratio
between CPU time of the basic adjustment procedure over that
of an optimized procedure. Because the basic adjustment procedure reattaches a branch by first breaking up the branch into
individual nodes and performing a per-node-based reattaching,
it takes considerably more CPU time compared with our
branch-based reattach and subtree-only reattach techniques.
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Fig. 11: Comparison between Resource Allocation Schemes
With both techniques combined, we observe a speedup at up
to 11 times, which is especially important for large distributed
systems. We also find that these two optimization techniques
introduce little performance penalties in terms of the percentage of values collected from the resulting monitoring
topology(< 2%).
Figure 11(a) and 11(b) compare the performance of different tree-wise capacity allocation schemes, where UNIFORM
divides the capacity of one node equally among all trees it
participates in, PROPORTIONAL divides the capacity proportionally according to the size of each tree, ON-DEMAND and
ORDERED are our allocation techniques introduced in Section
5.2. We can see that both ON-DEMAND and ORDERED
consistently outperform UNIFORM and PROPORTIONAL.
Furthermore, ORDERED gains an increasing advantage over
ON-DEMAND with growing nodes and tasks. This is because
large number of nodes and tasks cause one node to participate
into trees with very different sizes, where ordered allocation
is useful for avoiding improper node placement, e.g. putting
one node as root in one tree (consuming much of its capacity)
while it still needs to participate in other trees.
Extension. Figure 12(a) compares the efficiency of basic
REMO with that of extended REMO when given tasks that
involves in-network aggregation and heterogeneous update frequencies. Specifically, we apply MAX in-network aggregation
to tasks so that one node only needs to send the largest value to
its parent node. In addition, we randomly choose half of the
tasks and reduce their value update frequency by half. The
Y-axis shows values collected by REMO enhanced with one
extension technique, normalized by values collected by the
basic REMO. Note that collected values for MAX in-network
aggregation refer to values included in the MAX aggregation,
and are not necessarily collected by the root node.
The basic REMO approach is oblivious to in-network aggregation. Hence, it tends to overestimate communication cost of
the monitoring topology, and prefers SINGLETON-SET-like
topology where each tree delivers one or few attributes. As we
mentioned earlier, such topologies introduce high per-message
overhead. On the contrary, REMO with aggregation-awareness

employs funnel functions to correctly estimate communication
cost and produces more efficient monitoring topology. We observe similar results between the basic REMO and REMO with
update-frequency-awareness. When both extension techniques
are combined, they can provide an improvement close to 50%
in terms of collected values.
Figure 12(b) compares the efficiency of REMO with
replication support and two alternative techniques. The
SINGLETON-SET-2 scheme uses two SINGLETON-SET
trees to deliver values of one attribute separately. The ONESET-2 scheme creates two ONE-SET trees, each of which
connects all nodes and delivers values of all attributes separately. REMO-2 is our Same-Source-Different-Path technique
with a replication factor of 2, i.e. values of each attribute are
delivered through two different trees. Compared with the two
alternative schemes, REMO-2 achieves both replication and
efficiency by combining multiple attributes into one tree to
reduce per-message overhead. As a result, it outperforms both
alternatives consistently given increasing monitoring tasks.

8

R ELATED W ORK

Much of the early work addressing the design of distributed
query systems mainly focuses on executing single queries
efficiently. As the focus of our work is to support multiple
queries, we omit discussing these work. Research on processing multiple queries on a centralized data stream [19], [13],
[20], [21] is not directly related with our work either, as the
context of our work is distributed streaming where the number
of messages exchanged between the nodes is of concern.
A large body of work studies query optimization and
processing for distributed databases (see [22] for a survey).
Although our problem bears a superficial resemblance to these
distributed query optimization problems, our problem is fundamentally different since in our problem individual nodes are
capacity constrained. There are also much work on multi-query
optimization techniques for continuous aggregation queries
over physically distributed data streams [21], [23], [24], [25],
[19], [13], [20], [26]. These schemes assume that the routing
trees are provided as part of the input. In our setting where
we are able to choose from many possible routing trees,
solving the joint problem of optimizing resource-constrained
routing tree construction and multi-task optimization provides
significant benefit over solving only one of these problems in
isolation as evidenced by our experimental results.
More recently, several work studies efficient data collection
mechanisms. CONCH [27] builds a spanning forest with minimal monitoring costs for continuously collecting readings from
a sensor network by utilizing temporal and spatial suppression.
However, it does not consider the resource limitation at each
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node and per-message overhead as we did, which may limit
its applicability in real world applications. PIER [8] suggests
using distinct routing trees for each query in the system,
in order to balance the network load, which is essentially
the SINGLETON-SET scheme we discussed. This scheme,
though achieves the best load balance, may cause significant
communication cost on per-message overhead.

9

C ONCLUSIONS

We developed REMO, a resource-aware multi-task optimization framework for scaling application state monitoring in
large-scale distributed systems. The unique contribution of the
REMO approach is its techniques for generating the network
of monitoring trees that optimizes multiple monitoring tasks
and balances the resource consumption at different nodes.
We also proposed adaptive techniques to efficiently handle
continuous task updates, optimization techniques that speedup
the searching process up to a factor of 10, and techniques extending REMO to support advanced monitoring requirements
such as in-network aggregation. We evaluated REMO through
extensive experiments including deploying REMO in a realworld stream processing application hosted on BlueGene/P.
Our experimental results show that REMO significantly and
consistently outperforms existing approaches.
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A PPENDIX
To estimate the gain of a candidate augmentation, we first
need to understand how the resource consumption would
change after applying an augmentation m. Change in the total
resource consumption resulting from an augmentation m can
be contributed by the change in the relay cost and that in the
per-message overhead cost, as m may change the number of
trees and the structure of trees. Therefore, let g(m) be the
overall reduction in resource consumption of an augmentation
m, ∆cp (m) be the estimated difference in overhead cost due
to m and ∆cr (m) be the estimated difference in relay cost
due to m. We then have g(m) = ∆cp (m) + ∆cr (m).
We estimate g(m) assuming that following an augmentation,
the tree construction procedure is able to assign all the
attribute-value pairs that were in the affected partitions using a
star topology. Assuming a topology is necessary to be able to
estimate ∆cr (m). Recall that C is the per-message overhead
and a is the cost of a message of unit size. Also let NAi denote
the number of nodes associated with attribute set Ai . We then
have:
∆cp (m)

=

∆cr (m)

=

{
(−1).C.|NAi ∩ NAj | m : Ai ◃▹ Aj = Ak
C.|NAj ∩ NAk |
m : Ai ◃ Aj = Ak
{
a.|NAi ∪Aj − NAi ∩Aj |
m : Ai ◃▹ Aj = Ak
(−1).a.|NAi − NAi ∩Aj | m : Ai ◃ Aj = Ak

Intuitively, when we merge two attribute sets, the permessage overhead cost reduces as nodes associated with both
sets need to send fewer messages for an update. However, the
corresponding relaying cost may increase since the merged
tree may be higher than the previous two trees, which in turn
makes messages travel more hops to reach the root node. On
the contrary, when we split an attribute set, the per-message
overhead cost increases and the relaying cost decreases. The
above equations capture these two changes and make the
estimation possible.
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